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#1 Ghana Empire
Time period: 800 - 1240

Rise: Very wealthy from their important involvement in the gold and salt trade

Achievements: The first united west african civilization, increased trade with muslims 

in the north which also spread Islam.

Fall: 1076 Muslim Almoravids completed their conquest against Ghana which 

weakened the empire and they were never able to gain back their power. The empire 

finally fell in 1240.

Trade networks, impact on trade networks: They developed multiple trade ports which 

flourished and mined the abundance of gold. They also began using camels which were 

much more efficient than other pack animals. The king was also able to tax all goods 

being traded. 



#2 Mali Empire

Time period: 1230 to 1600

Rise: Political leader of Ghana could not establish the empires former glory after being attacked by the Almoravids; multiple 

small-city states fought for power and control over the gold-salt trade; Sundiata, ruler of the city-state Kangaba, took control of the 

neighboring city-state and started consolidating power in the West African region; Sundiata took control of more land and 

established the Mali Empire

Achievements: They had the the city of Timbuktu and that was a center of Muslim learning. They were responsible for the rise in 

population in West Africa. They built large royal tombs and had large armies. They were also very advanced in education and had 

a high emphasis on it. The population was above 100 million surpassing empires before them. Their large population numbers led 

to urbanization.

Fall: Mansa Musa’s successors did not know how to govern well and the gold-salt trade moved eastward so people on the borders 

of the empire wanted to break into their own city-states to regain the wealth from the gold-salt trade; eventually the entire empire 

collapsed 

Trade networks, impact on trade networks: The main trade routes in the empires ran to today’s Nigeria, Senegal, and Mauritania. 

They mainly ran through the sahara desert to places to the north and to the east. They were also involved in gold trade.



#3 Songhai Empire
Time period: AD 1464- 1591

Rise: 1464-won independence from the Mali Empire. 
Previously had small dynasties and kings as early as 
1000 AD.

Achievements: gained control of trade routes

Sunni Ali-expanded empire through conquest

Askia Muhammad- drove away Sunni Ali’s son 

Fall: 1591- lack of modern weapons led to fall of 
Songhai Empire 

Trade networks, impact on trade networks:



   #4 Sui Dynasty
Time period: 581-618 CE 

Rise: When the daughter of Emperor Wen became the empress of Zhou 

Emperor Wen led a series of reforms that would unify China and strengthen 

his empire. 

Achievements: the reunification of China’s Northern and Southern parts, the 

building of the Grand Canal, standardized currency and its unification in all 

of China, the institution of the Departments and the Six Ministries, and the 

improvement of the Great Wall as part of their defenses.  

Trade networks: impact on trade networks: The Grand Canal made for easier 

and more efficient trade.  Reopening of the western trade routes allowed for a 
prosperous trade relationship with Central and Western Asia.



#5 Tang Dynasty
Time period: 618-907

Rise: Created after the fall of Sui Dynasty, Emperor Tai-Tsung 
took power.

Achievements: Movable type, gunpowder, explosive weapons 
(bombs, grenades, etc), porcelain, the mechanical clock, paper 
money, magnetic compass, cultivation of rice, foreign trade, 
poetry

Fall: Taxes failed to cover costs of military expansion, border 
attacks, internal rebellions, Chinese rebels burned Tang capital 
and murdered the last emperor in 907. 

Trade networks, impact on trade networks: Silk Road caused the 
dynasty to reach its golden age, used Silk Road, sea and land 
routes, trade inspired Tang art, merchants benefited, Chinese 
culture spread through East Asia



#6 Song Dynasty
Time period:(960-1279)   

Rise: In 960, the Song dynasty was established by 
Emperor Taizu of Song. It was forced to divide into 
Northern and Southern Song.

Achievements: Advanced scientific knowledge, and 
had technological advances, created the movable type 
printing(wooden block), invented a variety of gunpowder 
for different purposes

Fall: Fell in 1279 as it was succeeded by the Mongol-led 
Yuan Dynasty.

Trade networks, impact on trade 
networks: The Songs ruled an empire rich in silk, jade, 
and porcelain. They mainly traded with India and Java.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emperor_Taizu_of_Song


#7 Yuan Dynasty
Time period: 1271-1368

Rise: Mongols conquered the Southern Song Dynasty in the 
naval battle of Yashan.

Achievements:
○ First use of paper as the main form of currency 
○ Most accurate calendar at the time (26 seconds 

off from current measurement)
○ Teapot was invented

Fall: The ruling class rules unfavorable for some ethnic 
religions. The Yellow River flooded destroying many homes. 
High taxes resulted in peasant uprisings. Zhu Yuanzhang 
and his military captured the capital and started the Ming 
Dynasty.

Trade networks, impact on trade networks: They used the 
Silk Road to trade w/ Persia, the Middle East, and India. They 
had overseas trade, enforced the use of paper money, 
constructed roads, and expanded the postal-station system. 
They imported horses, camels, and medicine.



#8 Mongol Empire
Time period: Middle ages 1206- 1368

Rise: The mongols used their military intelligence to conquer land, the 

rest of asia was declining so it was easy for the mongols to take over 

(1206).

Achievements: During their time, the empire conquered  many lands 

throughout China.  Countries that would not surrender would get taken 

over with no mercy

Fall:  It started to collapse because Ogodei, the Great Khan had died and a 

new leader had to be chosen. But there were many disputes over who the 

next great Khan should be from Genghis Khan's bloodline(1368).

Trade networks, impact on trade networks: The Mongol Empire traded 

with neighboring economies and would trade throughout China. It offered 

protection for the merchants that traded from east to west



#9 Marco Polo
Time period:

- Middle Ages

- 1254 - 1324 (when he lived)

Why is he important?

- One of the first Europeans to travel to Asia during the 

Middle Ages; his journey lasted 24 years

- Merchant/traveler on the Silk Road; one of the first to 

travel on the Silk Road

- His story (“The Travels of Marco Polo” or “The Travels”) 

inspired many to adventure and see the world

Trade networks, impact on trade networks:

- Expanded trade networks

- Introduced gunpowder to the Europe

- Brought the compass, paper currency, and porcelain to 

Europe from China



#10 Grand Canal Time Period: 

● 4th century constructed

● rebuilt in 607 CE

● Sui dynasty through Song period

Why is it important?

● It was used for transportation and trade. 

● Transported surplus of grain to feed northern chinese 

cities

● Provided a basis for other routes along the canal to be 

built

Trade Networks, impact on trade networks:

● 1100 miles from southern China to Beijing


